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Grace Slick says she feels healthier
since she went vegan.
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Grace Slick rocks the world of meat

By Adele Slaughter, Spotlight Health
With medical adviser Stephen A. Shoop, M.D.

As lead singer for Jefferson Starship, Grace
Slick survived on a diet of rock and roll excess.
But these days she's down-to-earth, food-wise:
She's a vegan.

"I'm in good health and people want to know
what I do to be this way. Vegetarian is a slippery
word," says Slick, who also sang for Starship's
earlier incarnation, Jefferson Airplane. "I don't
eat cheese, I don't eat duck — the point is I'm
vegan."

And vegans are not a race of people on Deep
Space Nine — it's true vegetarianism: no beef,
no chicken, no fish, no dairy — and no animal
fat of any kind.

People interested in the vegan philosophy can
experience it firsthand at the second annual
WorldFest LA — a celebration of over 150
vegan food booths, live music, animal activists,
and environmentally friendly products.

Grace Slick will appear with celebrities such as NYPD Blue's Charlotte Ross,
Alexandra Paul, James Cromwell, Linda Blair, Casey Kasem and others.
Congressman Denis Kucinich will discuss the bill he recently authored for
labeling genetically engineered food.

Co-produced by VegSource.com, Voice for a Viable Future, Turtle Island Food,
and KLON radio, the festival begins Sept. 30 in Los Angeles.

"WorldFest is a place to learn how everyday choices can make a difference in the
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world," says Sangeeta Kumar, one of the Worldfest producers. "You can enjoy
the day and leave empowered to change your life."

"WorldFest is about coming together — it's not about preaching — it's about
healthy, enjoyable living," says Howard Lyman, author of Mad Cowboy and
festival speaker.

"You can't make people change," says Slick. "but the organizers of WorldFest
hope that people consider being vegetarian for both moral and health reasons."

Got cholesterol?

The Vegetarian Times estimates that there are 12 to 15 million vegetarians in
America today. In addition to health advantages, other considerations that prompt
people to adopt a vegetarian diet include ethical, religious, and economic
reasons, as well as concern for the environment and world hunger.

"I wasn't always a vegetarian, I didn't care about animals one way or the other,
they were part of the scenery," says Slick. "Until one day on tour, I saw a baby
panda. I thought that it was the most fabulous animal in the world and made a
different kind of connection. I began to understand how animals were part of the
greater scheme and I stopped eating them."

"The main point for me is moral; animals are sentient beings. I know for some
this is a hard argument to accept," admits Slick. "But we're not built to eat a lot of
meat."

But some vegetarians consume quite a bit of animal fat in the form of dairy
products.

"Many vegetarians consume quite a lot of dairy and eggs," says Dr. T. Colin
Campbell, professor of nutritional biochemistry at Cornell University. "Only about
10% of vegetarians are vegan. The really big and important effects occur when
one gets off of milk and other dairy products."

"I am not strict vegan, because I'm a hedonist pig," says Slick. "If I see a big
chocolate cake that is made with eggs, I'll have it."

Because they are so low in saturated fats, strict vegan diets are often combined
with comprehensive health programs to reverse severe coronary artery disease.

In contrast, many Americans consume an average of 24 gallons of milk per year
and enjoy an average cholesterol score of 200 or higher. The average vegan
cholesterol score averages a scant 128.

Vegetarians also tend to have a lower incidence of the following disorders:
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Hypertension/high blood pressure
Lung, colorectal, prostate and breast cancer
Rheumatoid arthritis
Osteoporosis
Obesity/diabetes
Asthma

"If you are vegan you feel considerably healthier," says Campbell who grew up
on a Virginia dairy farm. "You live longer; it reduces blood pressure, and there's
some evidence that it reduces cataract incidences, Alzheimer's disease, and the
risk of osteoporosis."

The American Cancer Society has stated that there is ample evidence that diets
high in red meat and dairy are linked to an increased risk of prostate cancer. In
fact, most doctors recommend that those at risk for prostate cancer eat a diet
high in vegetables — specifically grapefruit, watermelon, and tomatoes.

"I watched my family and friends dying from the excess of our lifestyle. I am the
only one of a group of 10 friends who hasn't had heart disease or cancer or died.
Six have already died," says Lyman. "Once you know the facts, I don't believe
you can do anything other than change your diet."

Lean cuisine

The American Dietetic Association (ADA) maintains that a well-planned
vegetarian diet is healthy and can help in the effort to prevent and in some cases
treat a variety of diseases.

"After 30 years of research on how to build cows and sheep more efficiently so
we could consume more of them, I really had to change my mind," says
Campbell. "We always thought people needed more protein and particularly
animal protein — it couldn't be further from the truth."

Most nutrition experts agree that careful menu planning provides vegetarians
with adequate nutrition. The following guidelines can help provide a healthy diet:

Create variety — include whole grains, vegetables, fruits,
legumes, nuts, seeds.
Use whole unrefined food and minimize highly sweetened, fatty,
refined foods.
Vary fruits and vegetables.
Strict vegans should include a regular source of vitamin B-12, and
if sun exposure is limited, vitamin D.
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"I take some vitamins, but I'm careful because they can be bad for the liver." says
Slick. "I fall down all the time because I'm such a klutz but I have never broken a
bone and I don't eat milk or cheese ever. I like tofu cheese and soymilk in my
coffee and cereal."

"The more one looks at this question, the more profound this story becomes,"
says Campbell. "Our diet impacts our entire way of living and thinking. This isn't
new information — it's been around for a long time. Socrates knew about it and
Plato did too."

"It takes a little work to be a vegan, but now it's really possible to have tasty stuff
and it's better for you," says Slick. "I say the best test is go as far as you can and
see how you feel. Personally, I feel great."
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